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31In this paper we present an experimental technique and a novel colourimetric image analysis algorithm
32to economically evaluate particle residence times within regions of batch granulators for use in compart-
33mental population balance models. Residence times are extracted using a simple mixing model in con-
34junction with colourimetric data. The technique is applied to the mixing of wet coloured granules
35(binary and ternary systems) in a laboratory scale mixer. The resulting particle concentration evolutions
36were in qualitative agreement with those from the mixing model. It was seen that the algorithm was
37most stable in the case of the binary colour experiments. Lastly, simulations using the Discrete
38Element Method (DEM) were also performed to further validate the assumptions made in the analysis
39of the experimental results. Particle concentrations from the simulations showed the same trends as
40the experiment and highlighted the importance of particle size distributions on the DEM residence times.
41� 2017 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of The Society of Powder Technology Japan. All rights
42reserved.
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46 1. Introduction

47 Granulation is an example of particle manufacture and is a key
48 process used in the production of foodstuffs, pharmaceutical
49 tablets and fertilisers among others [1]. The granulated product
50 will have an optimum size (typically a distribution), porosity, sol-
51 ubility, mechanical strength, shape and flow-ability amongst other
52 properties dictated by the specific application. Granules have sev-
53 eral advantages over a simple mixture of the raw ingredients such
54 as better flow-ability; better transport properties (such as limited
55 separation of components and reduced risk of powder explosions);
56 dissolution behaviour and controlled release of Active Pharmaceu-
57 tical Ingredients (API) [2,3].
58 Due to the complexity of granulation as a unit operation and the
59 number of particles involved, Population Balance Models (PBM) [4]
60 are typically employed to simulate these systems [2,5–16]. Here,
61 the individual particle sub-processes such as coagulation and
62 breakage are recast as transformations which act on the particle

63ensemble to evolve it in time. In this study we define particle as
64any free moving material in the mixer including unbounded pre-
65cursor powder and agglomerates.
66Vital to such models is the compartmentalisation of the pro-
67cessing system, granulators being just one example, to represent
68spatial inhomogeneities in processing conditions [17–23]. Each
69compartment is assumed to be well-mixed and may have a differ-
70ent set of sub-process rates. Material may be transferred between
71compartments as illustrated in Fig. 1. Though large regions of batch
72granulators cannot generally be considered to be well-mixed at all
73times during the mixing process, this assumption is nevertheless
74critical in compartmental population balance models of granular
75systems. The primary aim of this study is the estimation of com-
76partmental residence times for use in massive scale parameter
77studies of compartmental population balance models. For such
78simulations to be feasible, simulations must be computationally
79inexpensive and thus, compartmental residence times must be
80known a priori. In this study, we assert the well-mixed assumption
81on the models used to estimate residence times from the experi-
82mental data. Due to this simplification we are primarily interested
83in evaluating the order of magnitude of such residence times in the
84experimental system.
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85 There is a rich history of mixing analysis in ploughshare mixers.
86 Originally such analysis was performed using positron emission
87 particle tracking (PEPT), in which a radioactive tracer is tracked
88 as the particle bed is mixed. PEPT studies have been used to assess
89 the effect of fill level, particle size and rotor speed in ploughshare
90 mixers and other batch mixing equipment [24–30]. The estimation
91 of residence times in regions of some system has been attempted
92 using PEPT but the ability to track only a single particle generally
93 leads to large degrees of uncertainty in the results [24,25]. Gener-
94 ally these studies focus on the quantification of overall mixing
95 within the entire system by means of a mixing index [31]. Whether
96 or not the movement of the radioactive tracer used in PEPT studies
97 is in fact representative of the bulk material is still controversial.
98 Particle mixing analysis has also been performed using the Dis-
99 crete Element Methods (DEM) [32–37]. DEM has allowed for the

100 investigation of variables beyond traditional PEPT, such as the
101 effect of particle shape on mixing [38–40]. It also allows for the
102 degree of mixing to be assessed qualitatively/quantitatively using
103 many particles, as opposed to the single tracer used under PEPT.
104 Mixing effectiveness in DEM is generally assessed by tagging par-
105 ticles with a colour [41]. Particles are initially segregated by colour
106 and the method of centroids is used to produce mixing curves
107 [29,39,42]. Colour particles are also used to aid qualitative visual
108 assessment of mixing in such systems [43,44].The state-of-the art
109 in granulation modelling involves the coupling (uni or bi-
110 directional) of techniques such as DEM [34,35] and computational

111fluid dynamics (CFD) [45] to particle models such as PBM. In this
112way, collision frequencies between particle size classes and parti-
113cle flow characteristics can be updated as the particle ensemble
114evolves. Similarly, the resulting ensemble properties (such as size
115and porosity distributions) can be fed back to the DEM simulations
116to induce new collision/flow behaviour.
117Though both PEPT and DEM allow for in-depth analysis of mix-
118ing in batch particulate systems, both have significant drawbacks.
119Under DEM, it has been stressed that particle flow characteristics
120are strongly dependent on the particles physical properties (wet
121granule strength and asperity sizes), many of which have to be
122assumed within a DEM simulation [46,47]. It has also been noted
123that mixing characteristics derived from ideal systems (mono-
124dispersed, spherical, dry materials) have questionable applicability
125within an industrial context [47]. This highlights the need for mix-
126ing experiments to use materials that bear close resemblance (in
127terms of material physical properties) to those used in application
128so as to mimic the true granular systems as closely as possible.
129Colourimetric methods for the quantitative characterisation of
130mixing in batch particulate systems have received increased atten-
131tion in the last decade as imaging equipment such as digital cam-
132eras have become relatively inexpensive [47–51]. Data acquisition
133through digital imaging is often preferred over more experimen-
134tally intensive techniques such as PEPT and computationally inten-
135sive techniques such as DEM. In comparison to PEPT experiments,
136digital camera imaging is widely available, low-cost and does not
137require irreversible modification of the equipment. Colourimetry
138has been successfully applied to estimate residence time distribu-
139tions in continuous granulation systems such as twin screw [52,53]
140by means of a dye impulse at the binder inlet or a variation in the
141colour of the feedstock. Here, the residence time distribution is
142assessed by measuring the time-dependent colour concentrations
143at the device outlet. Under batch operation the assessment of
144fluxes/residence time becomes more problematic due to the lack
145of these inlets/outlets. [47] developed a method for quantifying
146the effective diffusion coefficient (based on a Fickian model) within
147a batch drum mixer using dry, coloured, non-ideal powders (non-
148monodisperse size distribution with the potential to break and
149agglomerate). This employed solidification or freezing of the parti-
150cle bed prior to extraction and image analysis of axial slices to
151asses radial concentration gradients. This technique also allowed
152for a qualitative evaluation of flux patterns within the equipment.

Nomenclature

Roman symbols
b blue component of an rgb vector [–]
B blue component of an RGB vector [–]
Ci compartment i [–]
g green component of an rgb vector [–]
G green component of an RGB vector [–]
H Heaviside step function [–]
Ki;j fitted model gain particle j in compartment i [–]
_Mk!p mass flow-rate from compartment k to p kg s�1

n number of compartments [–]
N number of particles [–]
O occupancy [–]
Qk!p volumetric flow-rate from compartment k to p m3 s�1

Q ½j�
k!p volumetric flow-rate of particle type j from

compartment k to p kg s�1

r red component of an rgb vector [–]
R red component of an RGB vector [–]
RGB three component digital RGB column vector [–]
t time s

Vi;T total volume of particles in compartment i m3

Vparticle total volume of particles m3

Greek symbols
h model time-delay s
ki normalised average RGB vector for compartment i [–]
mi;j uncalibrated particle volume fraction for particle type j

in compartment i [–]
mi vector containing uncalibrated particle volume fractions

for all components in compartment i [–]
m̂i;j calibrated particle volume fraction for particle type j in

compartment i [–]
m̂i vector containing calibrated particle volume fractions

for all components in compartment i [–]
si characteristic residence time of compartment i s
/i;j colour calibration constant for particle type j in

compartment i [–]
Ui colour calibration array for compartment i [–]

Fig. 1. Compartmentalisation of a batch granulation system.
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